THE SOCIAL SELLING

PLAYBOOK
FOR BANKS
WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
This guide will help bank marketers understand why social media should be a core component of their advertising strategy and showcase how the collective reach of their employees’ social media presence can be harnessed to more deeply connect with consumers,
position employees as thought leaders in their communities, and, ultimately, build trust
with customers that translates to positive business results.

The Digitization of Global
Advertising Spend

T

raditional advertising channels like TV,
print, and radio are quickly going the
way of the dinosaur, but advertising trends
in banking seem to be lagging. Digital advertising spend eclipsed that of TV all the
way back in 2017, yet many financial institutions still spend the bulk of their advertising budgets on channels that provide little
opportunity for customization, measurement, and direct customer engagement.
Even banks that are investing in digital typically aren’t investing enough. The typical
Fincancial Institution only spends about 35

percent of its marketing budget on digital
campaigns, according to Financial Brand
Forum. For some, that might sound like a
large chunk of the budget, but, in fact, it’s
not nearly enough. According to the Financial Brand Forum,

“Banks should allocate, at
minimum, half of their marketing
budgets to digital channels —
with social media being a core
area of focus.”

GLOBAL DIGITAL AD SPENDING HAS FOREVER SURPASSED TELEVISION
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Returns That Can’t Be Beat

T

raditionally, banks built their customer relationships in person, typically at
the branch level. According to research
from CACI, the typical consumer will visit a bank branch just four times a year by
2022. Currently, consumers are averaging around seven visits to a branch per
year. As consumers have stopped visiting
physical banks as much, banking leaders
have been forced to re-evaluate how they
engage potential and current customers.
And, quite frankly, traditional advertising
won’t deliver the engagement needed to
fill the void.
For example, it costs anywhere between
$3,000 and $23,000 a month to rent out
a billboard. Naturally, there will be “impressions,” but that kind of engagement
is short-lived and impersonal. Analog media buys don’t allow for tailored, two-way
messaging, which is how consumers now
expect to be able to interact with brands.
Consider that the Financial Brand Forum
found that 50 percent of consumers feel
bothered when companies don’t deliver
relevant, personalized experiences.

When banks commit advertising budgets
to social media, however, their efforts pay
dividends. For one thing, social media is
more cost-effective than traditional media buys. For every $28 companies must
spend to reach 1,000 people on TV, they
only need to spend $2.50 to reach the
same size audience on social media. But,
while cost effective, social media advertising alone won’t give a bank enough horsepower to break through the clutter.

COST TO REACH 1000 PEOPLE:

TV

$28

11X ROI
SOCIAL
MEDIA

$2.50
Source: Social Media Today | From Employee to Advocate:
Mobilize Your Team to Share Your Brand Content

Employee-Driven Social Strategy

T

o truly drive customer engagement via
social media, consider social selling
— inviting employees to participate in the
social media efforts of the brand and, as
a result, humanizing the bank’s advertising
by putting a real face to a message. And
the proof is in the pudding. According to
LinkedIn, employees who regularly share

1

content are 57% more likely to generate
leads and 45% more likely to hit quota.
But that’s not the only benefit. Here are
three more reasons you should shift your
marketing dollars away from traditional
advertising and more toward an employee-driven social media strategy in 2019:
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YOU’LL REACH
NEW AUDIENCES

YOU’LL HUMANIZE
YOUR BRAND

YOU’LL SEE
TANGIBLE RESULTS

When a brand hands its social
identity over to employees, its
products and personality are
broadcast to a more receptive
audience. Case in point: When
Whole Foods wanted to compare
social media engagement numbers, it conducted an experiment.
The company had employees
share a branded post to their personal social media accounts and
shared the same post to the company’s own page. Employees’
posts received

What better way to connect with
humans than to embrace the humanity of your organization on social media? Social selling makes
your posts more visible, more
engaging, and more shareable.
This humanization adds trust and
credibility to your brand name.

According to LinkedIn and the
marketing agency Hinge, companies that empower employees
to post on social media are 2x
more likely to see sales growth
of more than 20% and generate
anywhere from

8X

More Engagement

than the post on Whole Food’s
account, even though the content
was the same.

72

%

Of people trust
posts shared
by friends and
family

Therefore, putting your employees first on social media differentiates your voice from competitors.

4-6X ROI
in earned media value in
the first 12 months.

Putting Social Selling to Work

A

ccording to LinkedIn,
employees have, on
average, 10 times more
first-degree connections than
a company has followers,
and the content they share from their personal accounts earns twice the engagement of company-shared content. What’s
more, the same LinkedIn study found that
“leads developed through employee activity on social media convert seven times
more frequently than other leads.”

Yes, employees are a powerful channel
for publishing branded content, but they
shouldn’t own the responsibilities for creating, scheduling, and deploying social
content at the brand level. Instead, think of
your employees’ social networks as publishing end points for owned media. It’s really no different from having them byline
content for your blog — but with social
selling, there are significantly more opportunities for extending your reach, humanizing your brand, and elevating the status of
your employees.
share cont

The Playbook
Here’s the playbook for managing the social media activity of employees at scale while
ensuring alignment to your overarching brand:

1

CIRCLE THE WAGONS
Link employees’ personal profiles to your brand’s
hub in Denim Social. Our platform will create a
set of boundaries so that every post you schedule and publish on employees’ behalf aligns with
your brand values, incorporates approved language, and follows compliance best practices.
Your marketing department should also segment
employees within Denim’s system by parameters
such as role, region, or whatever metric makes
sense for you. As a result, you’ll be able to distribute content that’s most relevant for that employee’s audience, maximizing reach and impact.

2

MAP OUT AN EDITORIAL
CALENDAR
Even the most engaging posts won’t move your bottom line if you publish only sporadically. The best way
to ensure social content is deployed at a regular cadence is to map out an editorial schedule. We suggest mapping out three weeks of content ahead of
time. This will supply you with a nice buffer of pre-approved, compliance-friendly content while still allowing you to shift your content strategy as needed.
Additionally, we recommend following a 4-1-1 formula for content: For every four industry-related posts you publish online, post one personal story and one relevant company update. This
keeps everyone focused on the goal of being a
consistent, helpful presence on followers’ feeds.
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POST ACCORDING TO
AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT

KEEP EMPLOYEES INVOLVED
IN THE PROCESS

Once you’ve set up your library of content, schedule your posts according to when and how audiences want to engage. This varies from platform to
platform. For example, data from HubSpot shows
that you can get the most engagement on LinkedIn
posts when you publish them in the middle of the
week (between Tuesday and Thursday), either early in the morning, during the lunch hour, or at dusk.

Though your marketing team ultimately owns the
process of creating, scheduling, and publishing
on behalf of employees, it’s still important to keep
your employees looped into strategy and scheduling updates. Make sure that they’re aware of
the posts that are being deployed across their
networks so they can prepare for customers’
questions or concerns. What’s more, by keeping
employees in the loop on your social media marketing, you’ll give them a bigger stake in the company overall, boosting engagement in the process.

Frequency matters, too. For example, Track Social found that tweeting more than five times per
day can cause response rates to drop. At the end
of the day, your audience is unique, so start with
these general guidelines, then adjust your strategy according to your specific engagement metrics.

Employees are a bank’s most valuable marketing
mouthpieces, and FI’s should leverage their employees’ networks to build trust with consumers. However,
it’s critical that your marketing team owns the strategy
at the brand level, publishing on employees’ behalf.

Denim Social: Compliant Social
Selling at Scale

AS FEATURED IN:

Convinced but overwhelmed? Not sure where to start?
Check out our inclusive platform that manages your social platforms, ensures compliance. curates relevant content and boosts the effectiveness of our social efforts.

SIGN UP FOR A DEMO TODAY AT:
Denimsocial.com/demo

